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BELTEI EDUCATION
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Message from Director

Welcome Samdech, Your Excellencies, Lok Oknha, Lok Chumteav, Ladies, Gentlemen, Parents, Guardians and all dear students who have trusted BELTEI International School. Based on the good will of loving education with the intention to take part in developing human resources with the Royal Government and developing our country faster, and in accordance with the Rectangular Strategy (for Growth, Employment, Equity, and Efficiency in Cambodia) of the Royal Government led by Samdech Akka Moha Sena Padei Techo HUN SEN who is the greatest Khmer hero and the most intelligent leader of the Royal Government, I have established a private school, and have named BELTEI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, inaugurated on January 1, 2002 since then.

The school sets out its primary motto for the future, “Quality, Efficiency, Excellence, Morality, Virtue” and offers 5 main programs such as: 1. General Education, 2. ESL Program, 3. Skills Training Programs, 4. Computer Training Courses, and 5. International Test Preparation Courses. Students who graduate from BELTEI have enough abilities in mental ability, general knowledge, English, Computer, Technical Science and specific skills to challenge into both local and international labor markets successfully. The school has also promoted the education of social morality, and advised students to clearly know their own identities, to love their country, to know the value of Khmer culture and civilization, to obey national laws, implement our school's internal rules, and have good solidarity between students and teachers, the management team and staff and not to discriminate against status, social class, and especially, to build good relationship among schools, family and society, by following the three study principles: Learning from School, Learning from Work, and Self-study.

For all educational programs, we set out clear study schedules by categorizing lessons into monthly, trimesters and semesters, every campus has the same course length including course commencement, exam and exit exam date. In short all BELTEI campuses operate their academic activities based on only one standard called BELTEI Standard. All our teachers hold at least Bachelor Degree with teaching methodology and long year experiences so that our students will easily understand and catch up all the lessons; they will build their real skills.

The school has installed modern teaching equipments in each classroom according to its level and grade such as LCD Projectors, TV Program, Listening Lab, Internet, proverbs, and formulated posters; every classroom has air-conditioners and equipped with cameras to observe students' study activities and teachers teaching performances. We are also proud that all campus buildings are equipped with 150KVA generators and completed modern study facilities, which belong to BELTEI Group.

We are looking forward to welcoming Samdech, Your Excellencies, Lok Oknha, Lok Chumteav, Ladies, Gentlemen, Parents, Guardians and all students to our school.

We wish you have good health and success in all work.

Director of the School

LY CHHENG, DBA Candidate
PURPOSE

The purpose of founding BELTEI International School is to participate in enhancing the education and improvement of human resources efficiently along with the Royal Government, which has the Ministry of Education Youth and Sport as secretariats, in accordance with the Royal Governments' Rectangular Strategies, led by Samdech Akka Moha Sena Padei Techo Hun Sen, the most intelligent leader, who makes the whole country safe and peaceful by developing all fields.

VISION

BELTEI International School will become the school which has the high quality of education in accordance with the national and international standards; the most well-known school in Cambodia and it will be worldwide recognized. Students who graduated from BELTEI International School have enough abilities in mental ability, general knowledge, English, Computer, Technical Science and specific skills to challenge into both local and international labor markets successfully, in accordance with BELTEI’s slogan: “BELTEI, the Best Quality of Education in Cambodia”.

MISSION

To achieve the vision above, the school has set the mission to improve the educational field by offering the important life skills to the students proficiently such as analyzing, thinking, reading, writing, speaking, listening and being self-confidence in order to pass 100 percent for high school exam and to get 5.0 bands up for international tests after level 12.

All subjects have been taught by teachers who graduated and had enough experience in teaching. All the facilities are modern and imported from USA. Each room, it is equipped with air conditioners and close-circuit cameras for monitoring students’ learning and teacher’s teaching. One room is limited only 36 students. The management is well structured from top level to low level. All of campuses in BELTEI International School implement only one standard “BELTEI Standard” on new term, monthly test, mid-term /semester exam and final exam. We are proud that all our campuses are equipped with powerful generators 150KVA, and all the buildings belong to BELTEI, Which provided the opportunities to students with regular learning without disturbance.

GOALS

With clear vision and defined mission for the improvement of the quality of education, we strongly believe that the students who graduate from BELTEI International School will gain the high quality of education in accordance with national and international standards. Further more, students who are studying at BELTEI International School can transfer to study abroad and they can study at the same level as they study in BELTEI. When the students finish their studies from BELTEI, they will become good citizens and leaders with high morality, virtues, and full of ability in general knowledge, English, computer and specific skills and they can use their abilities effectively to face the challenge in both national and international labor markets in accordance with BELTEI’s motto: “Quality, Efficiency, Excellence, Morality, Virtue” like a Bamboo shoot growing up to be Bamboo for the future of the country.
BELTEI International School Profile

BELTEI International School is fully named in Khmer “វទនិយមបនបតទតមង៉មបសេលខ” and in English “BELTEI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL”. BELTEI is an acronym consisting of six major subjects: Business, Economics, Law, Tourism, English, and Information Technology. BELTEI, a private educational school, was founded on January 01, 2002 at a plot № 77, Street 125, Sangkat Veal Vong, Khan 7 Makara, Phnom Penh city and it was the first BELTEI International School.

- H.E. Ly Chheng is a former Director of Chheng Hear Institute and at the present he is an advisor to the Council of Ministers, the Director-General of BELTEI Group and the director of BELTEI International School. He is the only founder building the schools with hundreds of thousands of dollar with the aim of partly fostering human resources with the Royal Government, led by Samdech Akka Moha Sena Padei Techo Hun Sen. He invests his own money in the education sector to help alleviate the poverty in Cambodia, which gives the name “Chheng Hear Institute”. Chheng Hear ran general education, English language, as well as computer skills, but the major subject was ‘Chinese’ in accordance with the Prakas of the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport, Nº 921, dated on March 25, 2003 and signed by His Excellency Im Sotthy, Secretary of State of Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport. Chheng Hear did not go well, because the Chinese language, the major subject, then was slightly needed, so the management team unanimously changed the name Chheng Hear Institute to BELTEI International Institute in accordance with subjects chosen for the future.

- In accordance with the permit released by the city hall, Nº 3625 មិ.ថ., dated on December 22, 2003 and signed by His Excellency Mob Sarin, Phnom Penh Deputy Governor, BELTEI International Institute is accredited to run foreign languages and computer courses.

- In accordance with the Prakas Nº 1032 មិ.ថ., dated on July 06, 2005, and signed by His Excellency Dr. Kpl Pheng, Senior Minister and Minister of MoEYS, the name Chheng Hear Institute is authorized to be changed to BELTEI International Institute.

- In accordance with the Royal Government’s sub-decree Nº 97 មិ.ថ., dated on August 04, 2005 and signed by Samdech Akka Moha Sena Padei Techo Hun Sen, the Prime Minister of the Kingdom of Cambodia, BELTEI International Institute is authorized to run faculties.

- In accordance with the Prakas Nº 1426 មិ.ថ., dated on August 31, 2006 and signed by His Excellency Dr. Kpl Pheng, Senior Minister and Minister of MoEYS, the Department of Foundation Year of BELTEI International Institute is recognized.

- Full Accreditation was granted by Accreditation Committee of Cambodia (ACC) Nº R.9.ฟ. 02460832, dated on October 22, 2008 and signed by His Excellency Sok An, the President of ACC and the Deputy Prime Minister.

- Full Accreditation was granted by Accreditation Committee of Cambodia (ACC) Nº R.9.ฟ. 02461112, dated on September 19, 2011 and signed by His Excellency San Montaya, Secretary General of ACC.

Regarding to the our rapid development, BELTEI International University was established in accordance with the Royal Government Sub-degree Nº 138 មិ.ថ., issued on September 06, 2012 stating about the transformation of BELTEI International Institute to BELTEI International University. Therefore, BELTEI International Institute was transformed to BELTEI International School.

The school has trained on 5 main programs:

1. General Education (Grade 1 to Grade 12): This program is designed and conducted in accordance with the Ministry of Education Youth and Sports’ (MoEYS) curriculum and syllabus. In addition to this, we also provide English and Computer classes to our students.

2. ESL Program: (Preschool to Level 12) This is an American system. Students in level 12 (High Advanced Level) are eligible for two kinds of certificates which are issued by BELTEI Head Office, and International Institution (TOEFL or IELTS).

BELTEI International School was authorized and granted a license to run the two main official International Test Centers from ETS Authorized TOEFL IBT Center and Authorized IELTS Test Delivery Location.

As mentioned above, the management team of BELTEI unanimously approved and organized “BELTEI Standard” for all BELTEI campuses in order to carry out the same principle, which chose the same day for the Monthly Test, Midterm Test, and Semester Exam. The internal rules, directives, norms, the opening day of General Education, terms for ESL, school fees, document in grade or level and the leading principles are determined by the BELTEI management.

BELTEI International School has expanded itself by opening fourteen campuses including:

### BELTEI Campus 1 (Kirirom)

Located at the building No. 77, Street 125, Sangkat Veal Vong, Khan 7 Makara, Phnom Penh city, and it was officially inaugurated on January 01, 2002 and presided over by Mr. Oum Hoeung, Director of Phnom Penh Municipal Department of Education, Youth and Sport. It is a five-storey building with 41 rooms, which was built by BELTEI Construction Company of BELTEI Group, and it belongs to BELTEI.

### BELTEI Campus 2 (Phsar Toul Tum Poung)

Located at the building No. 34, Street 432, Sangkat Toul Tum Poung 1, Khan Chamkarmon, Phnom Penh city and is the new campus which was totally moved from the old campus (Mao Tse Toung) located at 189, Mao Tse Toung Boulevard, Sangkat Toul Svay Prey 1, Khan Chamkarmon, Phnom Penh. It was opened on May 15, 2004, but it was completely closed on August 30, 2007 because the leasing contract was due. It was reinaugurated on May 09, 2011 and highly presided over by H.E. Ly Chheng, Advisor to the Council of Ministers, Director-General of BELTEI Group and Director of BELTEI International Institute. It is a reinforced concrete with seven-storey building with 52 rooms and a basement for parking, which was built by BELTEI Construction Company of BELTEI Group, and it belongs to BELTEI.

### BELTEI Campus 3 (DN)

Located at the building No. 7A, Street 215, Sangkat Phsar Depo 3, Khan Toul Kork, Phnom Penh city. It was inaugurated on April 20, 2005, and highly presided over by His Excellency Mob Sarin, Deputy Governor of Phnom Penh Municipality. It is a reinforced concrete with five-storey building with 32 rooms, and it is a rental building.

### BELTEI Campus 4 (Phsar Doeum Thkov)

Located at the building No. 54, Street 488, Sangkat Phsar Doeum Thkov, Khan Chamakmon, Phnom Penh city. It was inaugurated on August 03, 2006 and highly presided over by His Excellency Kep Chutema, Phnom Penh Municipal Governor. It is a reinforced concrete with six-storey building with 45 rooms, which was built by BELTEI Construction Company of BELTEI Group, and it belongs to BELTEI.
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BELTEI Campus 5 (Chbar Ampeou)
It is located at the building No. 36, National Road No. 1, Sangkat Chbar Ampeou, Khan Meanchey, Phnom Penh city. It was inaugurated on August 02, 2007 and highly presided over by His Excellency Mob Sarin, Deputy Phnom Penh Municipal Governor. It is a reinforced concrete with six-storey building with 55 rooms and a basement for parking, which was built by BELTEI Construction Company of BELTEI Group, and it belongs to BELTEI.

BELTEI Campus 6 (Orussey, Head Office)
It is located at the building No. 25A, Street 105, Sangkat Boeung Prolit, Khan 7 Makara, Phnom Penh city. It was inaugurated on June 03, 2008 and highly presided over by His Excellency Kep Chutema, a Personal Advisor to Samdech Akka Moha Sena Padei Techo Hun Sen, the Prime Minister of the Kingdom of Cambodia and Phnom Penh Municipal Governor. It is a reinforced concrete with seven-storey building with 63 rooms, which was built by BELTEI Construction Company of BELTEI Group, and it belongs to BELTEI.

BELTEI Campus 7 (Loksang Hospital)
It is located at the building No. 96, Corner of Street 160 and 265, Sangkat Tutak 2, Khan Touk Kork, Phnom Penh city. It was inaugurated on October 13, 2008 and highly presided over by H.E. Ly Chheng, Advisor to the Council of Ministers, Director-General of BELTEI Group and Director of BELTEI International Institute. It is a reinforced concrete with seven-storey building with 65 rooms and a basement for parking, which was built by BELTEI Construction Company of BELTEI Group, and it belongs to BELTEI.

BELTEI Campus 8 (Phsar Pochentong)
It is located at the building No. 123, Russian Federation Blvd, Sangkat Kakab, Khan Dangkor, Phnom Penh city. It was inaugurated on May 18, 2009 and highly presided over by H.E. Ly Chheng, Advisor to the Council of Ministers, Director-General of BELTEI Group and Director of BELTEI International Institute. It is a reinforced concrete with four-storey building with 50 rooms, which was built by BELTEI Construction Company of BELTEI Group, and it belongs to BELTEI.

BELTEI Campus 9 (Steung Meanchey)
It is located at the building No. 3032, Corner of Veng Sreng Street and 217, Sangkat Steung Meanchey, Khan Meanchey, Phnom Penh city. It was inaugurated on March 11, 2010 and highly presided over by H.E. Ly Chheng, Advisor to the Council of Ministers, Director-General of BELTEI Group and Director of BELTEI International Institute. It is a reinforced concrete with seven-storey building with 135 rooms and a basement for parking, which was built by BELTEI Construction Company of BELTEI Group, and it belongs to BELTEI.
BELTEI Campus 10 (Ang Teuk Olympic)
It is located at the building Nº 57, Corner of Street 217 and 290, Sangkat Tuol Savy Prey 2, Khan Chamkarmon, Phnom Penh city. It was inaugurated on September 13, 2010 and highly presided over by H.E. Ly Chheng, Advisor to the Council of Ministers, Director-General of BELTEI Group and Director of BELTEI International Institute. It is a reinforced concrete with seven-storey building with 55 rooms and a basement for parking, which was built by BELTEI Construction Company of BELTEI Group, and it belongs to BELTEI.

BELTEI Campus 11 (PhsarToch)
It is located at the building Nº 1796, National Road Nº 5, Phsar Toch village, Sangkat Tuol Sangke, Khan Russey Keo, Phnom Penh city. It was inaugurated on September 1, 2011 and highly presided over by H.E. Ly Chheng, Advisor to the Council of Ministers, Director-General of BELTEI Group and Director of BELTEI International Institute. It is a reinforced concrete with seven-storey building with 65 rooms and a basement for parking, which was built by BELTEI Construction Company of BELTEI Group, and it belongs to BELTEI.

BELTEI Campus 12 (Phsar Deihoy)
It is located at the building Nº 2258, Hanoi Street (1019), Sangkat Teuk Thla, Khan Sen Sok, Phnom Penh city. It was inaugurated on May 9, 2013 and highly presided over by H.E. Ly Chheng, Advisor to the Council of Ministers, Director-General of BELTEI Group and President of BELTEI International University. It is a reinforced concrete with seven-storey building with 81 rooms and a basement for parking, which was built by BELTEI Construction Company of BELTEI Group, and it belongs to BELTEI.

BELTEI Campus 13 (Camko City Roundabout)
It is located at the building Nº 163, Corner of Street 528 and 353, Sangkat Boeung Kak 1, Khan Tuol Kork, Phnom Penh city. It was inaugurated on December 2, 2013 and highly presided over by H.E. Ly Chheng, Advisor to the Council of Ministers, Director-General of BELTEI Group and President of BELTEI International University. It is a reinforced concrete with seven-storey building with 55 rooms and a basement for parking, which was built by BELTEI Construction Company of BELTEI Group, and it belongs to BELTEI.

BELTEI Campus 14 (Takhmao Town)
It is located at the building Nº 786, National Road Nº 2, Kropeu Ha Village, Sangkat Prek Russey, Takhmao Town, Kandal Province. It is a reinforced concrete with seven-storey building, which was built by BELTEI Construction Company of BELTEI Group, and it belongs to BELTEI. It is going to be officially inaugurated soon.
**1. RECOGNITION**

- Officially recognized by the Ministry of Education Youth and Sport according to the Prakas Nº 291 dated on March 25, 2003.
- BELTEI is recognized by ISO 9001:2008 National Standard from Institute of Standards of Cambodia and International Standard from ACM and UKAS of United Kingdom.
- BELTEI Group was awarded as an outstanding organization from 7th TAYO ASEAN Awards.
- BELTEI students have the same right to take every public examination as those studying at public schools.
- BELTEI students passed the outstanding student classifications for the city level as well as the country level almost every academic year.
- BELTEI students, who are transferred to study abroad such as the United States, Australia, Canada, Singapore, and other countries, are accepted to study at the same grade as BELTEI (If they study Grade 10 at BELTEI, they will be allowed to study at the same Grade 10 in those countries).

**2. FACILITIES**

- BELTEI has its own building so that it can ensure the sustainability of our students’ studies.
- BELTEI has installed modern teaching equipments in each classroom according to its level and grade such as Laboratory, Library, Listening Lab, LCD Projector, TV Program, Internet, Batman, Computers, supported by McGraw-HILL Education in the United States.
- Every classroom has air-conditioners and equipped with cameras to observe students’ study activities and teachers teaching performances.
- All campus buildings are equipped with 150KVA generators.

**3. ADVANTAGES**

**GENERAL EDUCATION**

- For the students who transfer from other schools throughout the country, BELTEI assures to fill out the application forms free of charge, and BELTEI students can transfer to study at the public schools without any problem.
- A 30 to 40-student class for elementary school and a 30 to 36-student class for secondary school.
- Students from Grade 7 to Grade 12 are traveled for field trip at National Museum and other historical sites once or twice a year.
- Provide English program from grade 1 to grade 12.
- Provide extra computer courses from grade 6 to grade 8.
- Students from Grade 10 to Grade 12 will meet the outstanding orators through Extra-Curricular courses.
- Students from Grade 9 to Grade 12 will participate in Public Speaking Contest.
- BELTEI’s Grade 12 graduates get 50 percent scholarship for 4 years Bachelor Degree (BED) at BELTEI International University.
- Students, who study at BELTEI from grade 10 to grade 12, are eligible to take Oknha Ly Chheng Scholarship Exam in July every year, to pursue a Bachelor degree at the overseas universities which have signed the MOUs with BELTEI.
- BELTEI creates an easy way for students to study Full time class or choose morning or afternoon class. In the morning, students can study Bachelor Degree (BEd) at BELTEI International University.
- BELTEI assures to fill out the application forms free of charge for the students, who are transferred to study at the public schools.
- BELTEI students passed the outstanding student classifications for the city level as well as the country level almost every academic year.
- BELTEI students, who are transferred to study abroad such as the United States, Australia, Canada, Singapore, and other countries, are accepted to study at the same grade as BELTEI (If they study Grade 10 at BELTEI, they will be allowed to study at the same Grade 10 in those countries).

**ESL PROGRAM**

- This program is conducted by following American Standard starting from Preschool until Level 12.
- Each room is limited to between 20 to 30 students.
- All textbooks, study and teaching materials are sponsored and supported by McGraw-HILL Education in the United States.
- Students are studying with foreign teachers one hour per week and will learn via TV Programs, songs and folklore stories.
- For Level 4 to 12 students, field trip to the National Museum and other cultural and historical sites are facilitated twice a year.
- Students studying in Level 3 up will participate in Public Speaking Contest.
- When graduating from Level 6, students are awarded Local Certificates which issued by BELTEI Head Office.
- When graduating from level 12, students are awarded two kinds of certificates:
  1. BELTEI ESL Diploma which issued by BELTEI Head Office.
  2. The International certificate TOEFL given by ETS from USA or IELTS given by British Council, University of Cambridge from UK, and these certificates will be uploaded in BELTEI website.
ISO (International Organization for Standardization) is the world highest standards organization that creates the standards for organizations or institutions to have an effective implementation and management. ISO organization was created in 1947 consisting of 164 members in different countries and has its head office in Geneva city in Switzerland.

Institute of standards of Cambodia of Ministry of Industries, Mines and Energy known as ISC is a national institution of the kingdom of Cambodia and ACM body licensed UKAS of United Kingdom which is the international standards institution accrediting and licensing on the international standards implementation, ISO 9001:2008 (Quality Management System) to any accomplished institutions meeting the requirements of World ISO Organization. Having seen the advancement of BELTEI both education quality service and managerial affairs, the two bodies decided to conduct assessments on international standards implementation of BELTEI based on the following indicators

1. Scope
2. Normative References
3. Term and Definitions
4. Documentation Management
5. Management Responsibility
6. Resource Management
7. Product Realization
8. Measurement, Analysis, and Improvement

After the assessments, the Institute of standards of Cambodia (ISC) and ACM body of United Kingdom decided to offer the accreditation and certificate certifying BELTEI for the Quality Management System via the National Certificate No. QMS 006/12 CCD-ISC dated on October 11, 2012 and the International Certificate No. 122964A dated on July 20, 2012.
BELTEI Group Receiving the 7th TAYO ASEAN Award from ASEAN

1. Social Work
- Engagement in different activities in local village and commune by giving donation to the poor and the elderly people, helping to build schools, pagodas, bridges, roads, and other public buildings at many places.
- Regularly granting fund to support the Cambodia Red Cross, orphanage organizations, youth organizations, and other foundations engaging in social work in Cambodia.
- Encouraging staff to participate in blood donation to rescue vulnerable people.
- Giving the visit with the food and financial aid to the army at the frontier along the Cambodia and Thai border many times.

2. Youth Serving Activities
- Leading youth to participate in different activities to develop knowledge, know-how, and youth’s spirit to love the country as well as engaging in public work.
- Inviting guest speaker to conduct presentation on anti-corruption law, AIDS, traffic law, the effects of illegal drugs, morality education, and advising the youth to conduct the right deed and to have virtue within them.
- Participating in educational development through opening schools, institutes, and universities by providing all levels of education from elementary education to higher education.
- Sending youth to join workshops and field trips at historical sites in the country and abroad (Summer Camp and World Camp).
- Offering scholarships to higher ranking leaders, officers, staff, poor students, and outstanding students over 2,000 awards including 20%, 30%, 50%, and 100% ones, and founding Oknha Ly Chheng Scholarship program for outstanding students to study abroad 2 awards per year.
- Employing around 1,500 youths to work in BELTEI Group.

BELTEI Group was granted this TAYO award 2012 via the assessment of the Committee of TAYO on the activities that have been completed as follows:

1. Social Work
- Employing around 1,500 youths to work in BELTEI Group.
- Sending youth to join workshops and field trips at historical sites in the country and abroad (Summer Camp and World Camp).
- Regularly granting fund to support the Cambodia Red Cross, orphanage organizations, youth organizations, and other foundations engaging in social work in Cambodia.
- Encouraging staff to participate in blood donation to rescue vulnerable people.
- Giving the visit with the food and financial aid to the army at the frontier along the Cambodia and Thai border many times.

TAYO (Ten Accomplished Youth Organizations) is the award that was organized by the Committee of TAYO (10 countries member) aiming at providing awards to any accomplished institutions promoting social activities and youth. This award ceremony is held every year, and so far, it has been held 6 times in rotation by selecting only one most accomplished institution in a country to be awarded.

Whereas our Cambodia, we have received the awards two times already. The first award was granted to SSEAYP Association and the second award to CORDE Organization; the third award was given to BELTEI Group which was held in Bangkok, Kingdom of Thailand, under the presidency of H.E. Yongyut Wichaidit, Deputy Prime Minister of Kingdom of Thailand.

BELTEI Group received this TAYO ASEAN Award 2012 via the assessment of the Committee of TAYO on the activities that have been completed as follows:

1. Social Work
- Engagement in different activities in local village and commune by giving donation to the poor and the elderly people, helping to build schools, pagodas, bridges, roads, and other public buildings at many places.
- Regularly granting fund to support the Cambodia Red Cross, orphanage organizations, youth organizations, and other foundations engaging in social work in Cambodia.
- Encouraging staff to participate in blood donation to rescue vulnerable people.
- Giving the visit with the food and financial aid to the army at the frontier along the Cambodia and Thai border many times.

2. Youth Serving Activities
- Leading youth to participate in different activities to develop knowledge, know-how, and youth’s spirit to love the country as well as engaging in public work.
- Inviting guest speaker to conduct presentation on anti-corruption law, AIDS, traffic law, the effects of illegal drugs, morality education, and advising the youth to conduct the right deed and to have virtue within them.
- Participating in educational development through opening schools, institutes, and universities by providing all levels of education from elementary education to higher education.
- Sending youth to join workshops and field trips at historical sites in the country and abroad (Summer Camp and World Camp).
- Offering scholarships to higher ranking leaders, officers, staff, poor students, and outstanding students over 2,000 awards including 20%, 30%, 50%, and 100% ones, and founding Oknha Ly Chheng Scholarship program for outstanding students to study abroad 2 awards per year.
- Employing around 1,500 youths to work in BELTEI Group.

Receiving this TAYO ASEAN Award is not only pride of BELTEI Group, but also a pride for the nation and Cambodians as a whole; it also means that our country is developing in all fields under the wise leadership of Samdech Akka Moha Sena Padei Techo HUN SEN, the Prime Minister of the Kingdom of Cambodia.
Preschool before enrolling Khmer general education Elementary School grade 1 or Level 1 (ESL) is the class for children at the age of 5-year-old up students. This Preschool is designed for helping children to be ready in learning Khmer General Education, at the Primary, Grade 1 or Level 1 (ESL) easily.

Studying with other special curriculums, which will let children know how to draw the lines (use the rulers), write the cursive letters, color the pictures, and write Khmer, English consonants and vowels correctly with pictures and songs that can help students learn and remember very well and it helps children to have the basic for speaking, listening, reading and writing the sentences correctly.

**Admission Requirements**

1. Any student who enrolls Preschool before enrolling Khmer general education Elementary School grade 1 or Level 1 (ESL) must be at least 5 years old up.
2. Attach a copy of Birth Certificate or a copy of Family Book and 1 photo (4x6).
3. Parents or guardians have to complete the application forms including student’s background, student internal rules of BELTEI, and clear personal phone numbers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Tuition Fees</th>
<th>Books</th>
<th>Days &amp; Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Preschool 1 | $ 110 | - Phonics 1  
- Preschool English Book 1  
- Khmer Studies  
- Coloring Book  
- TV Program | Monday - Friday  
Morning 8:00 AM – 10:30 AM | February - August |
| Preschool 2 | $ 110 | - Phonics 2  
- Preschool English Book 2  
- Khmer Studies  
- Coloring Book  
- TV Program | Afternoon 2:00 PM – 4:30 PM | May - November |
| Preschool 3 | $ 110 | - Phonics 3  
- Phonics 4  
- Conversation Preschool 3  
- TV Program | | August - February |
| Preschool 4 | $ 110 | - Phonics 5  
- Phonics 6  
- Conversation Preschool 4  
- TV Program | | November - May |

**Enrollment is Available Everyday!**
BELTEI International Elementary School is the largest private school, which has the most campuses with the most affordable school fee, and it is a leading school providing qualified educational services on Khmer General Education. It provides the students the real knowledge, know-how, life skills, and attitude. The study curriculums are in accordance with the Ministry of Education Youth and Sport’s, and BELTEI Elementary School has also added more than 5,000 words in English to the titles and the sub-titles and students will learn via TV Programs, songs and folktale stories.

BELTEI also arranges Public Speaking Contest for students studying from Grade 3 to Grade 6.

Admission Requirements
1. Any student who enrolls in Grade 1 of Khmer General Education have to have a Birth Certificate proving the age of at least 6 years old or 70 months old as valid from the 1st of August.
2. Transferring students from other schools throughout the country have to attach with their previous student study records (if applicable) and student study reports for Grade 4 - 6.
3. Any student who doesn’t have any of the documents mentioned above are asked to take the placement test in order to measure his/her ability before enrollment. For any necessary cases, please contact the nearest BELTEI International School.
4. The students’ guardians or parents have to fill out the application form and provide required documents such as: student’s background, contract of school internal rule of BELTEI, and provide personal phone numbers.
5. Attach with a copy of Birth Certificate or a copy of a Family Book and 3 photos (4x6).
6. Other transferred documents would be done by BELTEI for free of charge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Tuition Fees</th>
<th>Books</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semester 1</td>
<td>Semester 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$210</td>
<td>$210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$210</td>
<td>$210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$210</td>
<td>$210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$235</td>
<td>$235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$235</td>
<td>$235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$235</td>
<td>$235</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Beltei also provides English programs for students from Grade 1 to Grade 6. students will learn English via TV Programs, songs and folktale stories. Provides two extra hours of English in a week (from Grade 1 to Grade 6) and one extra hour of Computer studies per week (for Grade 6). Students from Grade 4 to Grade 6 have field trip to the Royal Palace, National Museum and Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum.

BELTEI also arranges Public Speaking Contest for students studying from Grade 3 to Grade 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Days &amp; Time</th>
<th>English Speaking Contest BELTEI</th>
<th>New Academic Year, August 1st Every Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday - Saturday</td>
<td>7:30 AM – 10:30 AM</td>
<td>Morning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afternoon</td>
<td>1:30 PM – 4:30 PM</td>
<td>afternoon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BELTEI International Senior High School is the largest private High School, which has the most campuses with the most affordable school fee, and it is leading to the study quality area in providing educational services on Khmer General Education from Grade 7-12 in accordance with the curriculums of the Ministry of Education Youth and Sport's. BELTEI adds more than 5,000 words in English to the titles and the sub-titles from Grade 7-12 and one extra hour of Computer studies per week for Grade 7 (Microsoft Word 2010) and Grade 8 (Microsoft Excel 2010). There are physical education programs by training Taekwondo to our students. Especially, BELTEI has prepared extra classes for Khmer, Physic, and Mathematics subjects for Grade 9 and 12 every Sunday free of charge.

BELTEI students, who passed the national exams of Junior High School and Senior High School throughout the country almost 100%, and they passed the outstanding student classifications for the city level as well as the country level almost every academic year. Especially, BELTEI will upload those High School diplomas into its website.

**Admission Requirements**

1. Transferred students from other schools throughout the country from Grade 7-9 have to attach with a copy of their previous student study record (if applicable) and student study report. For grade 9, students are required to take the placement test in order to measure their ability.

2. For the Grade 10-12 students, who transfer from other schools have to attach with an extra copy of Junior High School certificate (Diplom), which is approved by the City Hall for three copies, which are attached with the original certificate to be authenticated.

3. Transfer students from other schools in the provinces or cities throughout the country except Phnom Penh city have to have a copy of transfer application forms issued by provincial or municipal department of education where they live.

4. For all Junior and High School students, who don’t have any documents above, are asked to take the placement test in order to measure his/her ability before enrollment. For any necessary cases, please contact the nearest BELTEI International School.
ការពិនិត្យប្រកួតប្រជែងអាស៊ីអាស៊ីតាមក្រុមភាព ទី ២

1. សម្រាប់សាលារ៉ុកចុះេរន កាលពីឆ្នាំ២០១១ សម្រាប់សាលារ៉ុកចុះេរន កាលពីឆ្នាំ២០១២ និងកាលពីឆ្នាំ២០១៣ ក្នុងរយៈពេលប្រចាំឆ្នាំ២០១៤។

2. សូមរក្ចាររឿងសិក្សាពីមួយៗអេស្តុកសិក្សាដោយរ៉ុក ដោយគិតជាការរ៉ុកដោយរ៉ុកបន្ថែមដែលអាចមានប្រសិនបាន។

3. សូមរក្ចារប្រកួតប្រជែងអាស៊ីអាស៊ីតាមក្រុមភាព ទី ២ ដោយគិតជាការរ៉ុក។

4. សូមរក្ចារសិក្សាពីជាតិប្រជាជនអេស្តុកសិក្សាញក្រុមភាព ទី ២ ដោយគិតជាការរ៉ុក។

5. សូមរក្ចារសិក្សាពីជាតិប្រជាជនអេស្តុកសិក្សាញក្រុមភាព ទី ២ ដោយគិតជាការរ៉ុក។

6. សូមរក្ចារសិក្សាពីជាតិប្រជាជនអេស្តុកសិក្សាញក្រុមភាព ទី ២ ដោយគិតជាការរ៉ុក។

7. សូមរក្ចារសិក្សាពីជាតិប្រជាជនអេស្តុកសិក្សាញក្រុមភាព ទី ២ ដោយគិតជាការរ៉ុក។

8. សូមរក្ចារសិក្សាពីជាតិប្រជាជនអេស្តុកសិក្សាញក្រុមភាព ទី ២ ដោយគិតជាការរ៉ុក។

9. សូមរក្ចារសិក្សាពីជាតិប្រជាជនអេស្តុកសិក្សាញក្រុមភាព ទី ២ ដោយគិតជាការរ៉ុក។

10. សូមរក្ចារសិក្សាពីជាតិប្រជាជនអេស្តុកសិក្សាញក្រុមភាព ទី ២ ដោយគិតជាការរ៉ុក។

11. សូមរក្ចារសិក្សាពីជាតិប្រជាជនអេស្តុកសិក្សាញក្រុមភាព ទី ២ ដោយគិតជាការរ៉ុក។

12. សូមរក្ចារសិក្សាពីជាតិប្រជាជនអេស្តុកសិក្សាញក្រុមភាព ទី ២ ដោយគិតជាការរ៉ុក។

5. For students who successfully completed grade 11 or those who failed grade 12 and wish to enroll in BELTEI International School, are asked to take the placement test in order to measure his/her ability on Khmer and Mathematics at BELTEI Head Office.

6. The students’ guardians or parents have to fill out the application form and provide required documents such as: student’s background, contract of school internal rule of BELTEI, and provide personal phone numbers.

7. Attach with a copy of Birth Certificate or a copy of a Family Book and 3 photos (4x6).

8. Other transferred documents, Administrative fee, and other extra documents would be facilitated by BELTEI for free of charge.
Young learners Level is designed for 6-year-old students up. It is a 3-year course (Level 1 - Level 6). After finishing this course, students will be able to use Elementary English communication both written and spoken.

- The curriculum for this course focuses on four macro skills: Speaking, Reading, Listening and Writing as well as grammar and entertainment with TV programs and folktale stories.
- Students are studying with foreign teachers one hour per week.
- For Level 4 to 6 students, study tour to the National Museum and other cultural and historical sites are facilitated twice a year.
- There are English Speaking Contest.
- When graduating from Level 6, students are awarded Local Certificates which issued by BELTEI Head Office, and they can continue to study at Level 7 easily.

Admission Requirements

Students enrolling into BELTEI International School’s ESL classes have to take a writing test and an interview to assess their English proficiency before they are allowed to study at the appropriate levels.
It is a 3-year course (from Level 7-12) for teenagers and adults. The curriculum for this course focuses on four macro skills: Speaking, Reading, Listening and Writing as well as grammar. When graduating from level 12, students will get IELTS at least 5.0 and have full of abilities of English on four macro skills to face the challenges in both national and international labor markets successfully.

- From Level 7 to Level 9, Students are studying with foreign teachers one day per week.
- From Level 10 to Level 12, students are studying with foreign teachers two days per week.
- There are English speaking Contest.
- Field Trip to Tamao Mountain, Oudong Mountain, Sontuk Mountain and Sombo Prey Kup Temple.
- It includes TV programs, conversation, songs, folktales, and other speeches.
- When graduating from level 12, students are awarded as follow:
  1. BELTEI ESL Diploma which issued by BELTEI Head Office.
  2. The International certificates TOEFL given by ETS from USA or IELTS given by British Council, University of Cambridge from UK, and this will be uploaded on website.

Admission Requirements

Students enrolling into BELTEI International School’s ESL classes have to take a writing test and an interview to assess their English proficiency before they are allowed to study at the appropriate levels.
Skills Training Program is a course providing the life skills for the teenagers and adults. After graduating, learners will be able to be clear in the Teaching Methodology, Administrative act writing, business letter writing, and other letter writing both in Khmer and English, and they will be able to find a job in a short time. Skills Training Program is a 3-month course teaching 2 subjects as following:

I. Teaching Methodology

**Major Overview**
Teaching Methodology is a subject that teaches how to prepare the pre-teaching activities, while-teaching activities and post-teaching activities. It also teaches teachers to control their own attitudes, control their students, manage their classroom, and organize their teaching materials. Teaching Methodology details the ways how to teach children and adults to catch on and remember the lessons easily, and it teaches teachers how to research the references in order to improve the students’ abilities. Moreover, the Teaching Methodology teaches them how to prepare funny games that related to the lessons in order to make students understand well, and it teaches the ways how to transfer teacher’s knowledge to their students. Finally, the Teaching Methodology is to teach the ways or techniques, the managements of pre-teaching activities, while-teaching activities and post-teaching activities.

**Curriculum**
The curriculum is carefully and thoroughly selected in accordance with the teaching methodology standards of the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport and international teaching methodology standards. The curriculum includes the teaching methodology both in Khmer and English. The lessons in Khmer are the meanings and the duties of teaching, the teaching principles, instructors and moralities in their career, lesson plans, the specialties of adults, and the relationship among schools, families and societies. The lessons in English are lesson plans, reading teaching, writing teaching, and game teaching.

The Teaching Methodology both in Khmer and English are extracted from the famous books which details the ways how to teach children and adults.

**Learning Outcomes**
After graduating the learners will receive a certificate from BELTEI Head Office; they gain their real knowledge of the ways how to teach the children and adults, and they get successful with this knowledge. The learners can educate their children, nieces or nephews, or the children and adults, and they get successful with this knowledge. Moreover, the Teaching Methodology teaches teachers how to research the references in order to improve the students’ abilities. Furthermore, the Teaching Methodology teaches the ways how to transfer teacher’s knowledge to their students. Finally, the Teaching Methodology is to teach the ways or techniques, the managements of pre-teaching activities, while-teaching activities and post-teaching activities.

**Career Opportunities**
After graduating, the learners will become:
- A principal
- An assistant to a school who will be able to suggest good ideas to the principal and the instructors in the education
- An instructor with great geniuses and accurate pedagogy.

Skills Training Program is a course providing the life skills for the teenagers and adults. After graduating, learners will be able to be clear in the Teaching Methodology, Administrative act writing, business letter writing, and other letter writing both in Khmer and English, and they will be able to find a job in a short time. Skills Training Program is a 3-month course teaching 2 subjects as following:

I. Teaching Methodology

**Major Overview**
Teaching Methodology is a subject that teaches how to prepare the pre-teaching activities, while-teaching activities and post-teaching activities. It also teaches teachers to control their own attitudes, control their students, manage their classroom, and organize their teaching materials. Teaching Methodology details the ways how to teach children and adults to catch on and remember the lessons easily, and it teaches teachers how to research the references in order to improve the students’ abilities. Moreover, the Teaching Methodology teaches them how to prepare funny games that related to the lessons in order to make students understand well, and it teaches the ways how to transfer teacher’s knowledge to their students. Finally, the Teaching Methodology is to teach the ways or techniques, the managements of pre-teaching activities, while-teaching activities and post-teaching activities.

**Curriculum**
The curriculum is carefully and thoroughly selected in accordance with the teaching methodology standards of the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport and international teaching methodology standards. The curriculum includes the teaching methodology both in Khmer and English. The lessons in Khmer are the meanings and the duties of teaching, the teaching principles, instructors and moralities in their career, lesson plans, the specialties of adults, and the relationship among schools, families and societies. The lessons in English are lesson plans, reading teaching, writing teaching, and game teaching.

The Teaching Methodology both in Khmer and English are extracted from the famous books which details the ways how to teach children and adults.

**Learning Outcomes**
After graduating the learners will receive a certificate from BELTEI Head Office; they gain their real knowledge of the ways how to teach the children and adults, and they get successful with this knowledge. The learners can educate their children, nieces or nephews, or the children and adults, and they get successful with this knowledge. Moreover, the Teaching Methodology teaches teachers how to research the references in order to improve the students’ abilities. Furthermore, the Teaching Methodology teaches the ways how to transfer teacher’s knowledge to their students. Finally, the Teaching Methodology is to teach the ways or techniques, the managements of pre-teaching activities, while-teaching activities and post-teaching activities.

**Career Opportunities**
After graduating, the learners will become:
- A principal
- An assistant to a school who will be able to suggest good ideas to the principal and the instructors in the education
- An instructor with great geniuses and accurate pedagogy.
II. Admin and Business Letter Writing Skills

- Major Overview

Admin and Business Letter Writing Skills is a skill which teaches learners the ways how to write the administrative act, the communication in admin office affairs, the style of business letter writing, business response and business requests. Otherwise, it teaches learners the organization of admin affairs and administrative acts, the preparation of the admin document, the ways of writing Curriculum Vitae, application form, or other memorandum. This subject is to teach informal letters such as letters to relatives, to the friends and people in the society. Formal letters are also taught in this course.

- Curriculum

The curriculum is carefully and thoroughly designed in accordance with the demands of the learners in order to work for the state, private companies, organizations and own business. The curriculum includes admin affairs, basic of administrative affairs, act or administrative act, and the forms of administrative act in Khmer. Moreover, this subject is to teach business letters in English such as formal and informal letters, curriculum vitae, application form, certificate, cover letter, business complaint letter, response and request in business… etc.

- Learning Outcomes

After graduating the learners will receive a certificate from BELTEI Head Office; they gain their real knowledge of the ways how to write the administrative act and business letters in order to work for their business or organizations.

- Career Opportunities

After graduating, the learners will become:
- An admin manager of his/her own company or the state.
- An editor of admin studies in Khmer and a skillful writer of business letters in English.
- A strong capable graduate in writing formal and informal letters accurately.

Admission Requirements

Both male and females from 15 years old are allowed to attend the course regardless any qualifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skills</th>
<th>Tuition Fees</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Days &amp; Time</th>
<th>Yearly Term (4 Terms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Methodology</td>
<td>$250</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>Monday - Friday: 8:00 AM - 10:30 AM, 2:00 PM - 4:30 PM, 5:30 PM - 7:30 PM</td>
<td>February - May, May - August, August - November, November - February</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admin &amp; Business Letter Writing</td>
<td>$250</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>Saturday - Sunday: 8:00 AM - 10:30 AM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The preparation course is specially designed for the students who wish to sit for the tests to get the certificates with international standards in order to work or win scholarships to study abroad especially, in England, Australia, and America. Students can take the international tests at BELTEI’s official test centers which are authorized by 2 main international institutions like:

1. ETS Authorized TOEFL iBT Center
2. Authorized IELTS Test Delivery Location

After taking any test from the test centers above, students will receive the international English certificate issued by the 2 institutions above which is located in the United States, and United Kingdom.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programs</th>
<th>Tuition Fees</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Days &amp; time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOEFL Test Preparation Course</td>
<td>$250</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>Monday - Friday: 8:00 AM - 10:30 AM, 2:00 PM - 4:30 PM, 5:30 PM - 7:30 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IELTS Test Preparation Course</td>
<td>$250</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>Monday - Friday: 8:00 AM - 11:00 AM, 2:00 PM - 5:00 PM, Saturday: 8:00 AM - 11:00 AM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enrollment is Available Everyday
Study Hours: Monday - Friday

There are 12 different programs, which are the most popular for job markets and each program is prepared with new version 2010-2011, so after finishing this course, students will be able to look for jobs easily. This Training course has a lot of flexible shifts for students to choose from; especially, students can study and practice computers with highly qualified instructors with at least a Bachelor’s.
LOCAL PARTNERS

- Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport (MoEYS)
- Accreditation Committee of Cambodia (ACC)
- Cambodian Higher Education Association (CHEA)

INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS

- Springboard for Asia
- Regent's University, London-UK
- York St John University, York-UK
- Cambridge Tutors College, London-UK
- Shoreline Community College, USA
- East Asia Institute of Management (EASB), Singapore
- Universiti Kuala Lumpur (UniKL), Malaysia
- Taylor's University, Malaysia
- International Youth Fellowship (IYF), South Korea
- Authorized TOEFL iBT Test Center
- Authorized IELTS Test Center

LOCAL PARTNERS

- Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport (MoEYS)
- Accreditation Committee of Cambodia (ACC)
- Cambodian Higher Education Association (CHEA)

INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS

- Springboard for Asia
- Regent's University, London-UK
- York St John University, York-UK
- Cambridge Tutors College, London-UK
- Shoreline Community College, USA
- East Asia Institute of Management (EASB), Singapore
- Universiti Kuala Lumpur (UniKL), Malaysia
- Taylor's University, Malaysia
- International Youth Fellowship (IYF), South Korea
- Authorized TOEFL iBT Test Center
- Authorized IELTS Test Center
BELTEI INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY

Faculty of Business Administration
Faculty of Education, Arts and Humanities
Faculty of Law and Social Sciences
Faculty of Tourism and Hospitality
Faculty of Engineering and Architecture
Faculty of Information Technology and Science

International Programs

- Doctor's Degree
- Master's Degree
- Pre-Master
- Bachelor's Degree
- Foundation Year Course
- Pre-Bachelor
- Bridging Course

Schools:

- Faculty of Business Administration
- Faculty of Education, Arts and Humanities
- Faculty of Law and Social Sciences
- Faculty of Tourism and Hospitality
- Faculty of Engineering and Architecture
- Faculty of Information Technology and Science

Address:

#21, Street 360, Sangkat Boeung Kengkang 3, Khan Chamkarmon, Phnom Penh (100m South of Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum)

Phone: 023 96 7777 / 97 9999
Email: info@beltei.edu.kh
Website: www.beltei.edu.kh